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White 

Good Evening.  Tonight, official figures show that disabled people are four times more likely 

to be the victims of hate crime than the general population and that much of such crime goes 

unrecorded.  But we'll be talking to one visually impaired woman who’s planning her own 

fight-back.  And the trust making it easier for blind people to make music.  

 

Music clip 

 

We'll be finding out more about the Amber Trust later in the programme.  

 

Now the Office of National Statistics says there are over 60,000 hate crimes against disabled 

people each year, that this number is rising and that much of such crime goes unreported. It’s 

harder to get figures specifically about visual impairment but a report by Action for Blind 

People six years ago, suggested that 1.2 million blind and partially sighted people say they’ve 

experienced physical or verbal abuse at some time in their lives.  It’s generally accepted that 

the police are now taking such assaults far more seriously than they once did, but I've been 

talking to one woman who’s mounting her own fight-back. Siobhan Meade told me about the 

incident which provoked her to take action.  

 

Meade 
It was only six o’clock in the evening on a Saturday and I didn’t think anything would 

possibly happen, walking into the old town of Stevenage with my fiancé and there was a 

group of lads who were laughing and swearing and we just thought nothing would happen.  

But walking past we heard them both say – the blind, let’s see how much they can’t see, let’s 

take the money.  And that incident I just literally froze, I was petrified because I thought that 



they were going to come and mug us for our money.  So from then onwards I just went home 

and cried. 

 

White 
Do you think they were serious or do you think they were trying to frighten you? 

 

Meade 
I don’t know, to be honest, I mean the first thought I had was yes they were going to come 

and try and take my money but then they started laughing, so that really infuriated me even 

more, I wanted to go over there and say why are you doing this, why are you picking on 

somebody who can’t defend for themselves.  So it was a kind of mixture of both. 

 

White 
You look like someone who’s relatively confident, not going to panic, I mean have you had 

this kind of incident happen before? 

 

Meade 
Yeah, since November of last year I received taunts, laughing, jeering, loud noises that the 

youngsters would make to kind of disorientate… 

 

White 
Are they the same – are the same kids do you think? 

 

Meade 
I think that they were – the majority of the youngsters were the same but there are a few 

isolated incidents as that weren’t. 

 

White 
The figures on this are quite startling in a way, the fact that disabled people and therefore by 

implication visually impaired people four times more likely to face this kind of assault than 

others and yet some visually impaired people won’t recognise this very frightening – well I 

mean a lot of people will say how horrible but some people will say I don’t quite understand 

it at this level.  What’s your view about that? 

 

Meade 
Well my opinion is that it doesn’t happen to you until it happens, obviously and I never 

thought that it would happen to me.  I’ve heard of other people having similar incidences – 

being sworn at, being teased because they’re visually impaired – and it was just staggering 

when incident upon incident was happening to me and I thought actually this is quite 

harrowing and distressing and life changing, I thought the figures of National Statistics say 

that 40% of disability hate crime goes unreported.  Now I don’t know why but I didn’t want 

to report it initially because I didn’t want to be seen as a nutter. 

 

White 
And when you did report it what reaction did you get? 

 

Meade 
The police were absolutely fantastic, they were really supportive, they were reassuring and 

they wanted to get to the bottom of this.  Now up until the point where I decided to go and 

look for body worn cameras I went to national organisations and companies to see if I could 



try one because firstly I wanted to show the police that it actually is happening and secondly 

to identify these individuals. 

 

White 
So just explain – body worn cameras, these are cameras that you would wear which are able 

to take photographs of what’s going on around you? 

 

Meade 
Yeah, well basically there are lots of body worn cameras out there on the market.  It clips on 

to a little jacket and it will take videos or photographs, so if there is a particular incident you 

can actually press a button and it’s recording, so everything can be seen and heard. 

 

White 
So have you done this and have you captured something…? 

 

Meade 
I have actually yeah.  In one week I received up to six incidences, so I was able to take all the 

footage to the police and say these are the incidences that I’ve experienced and this obviously 

is the group that are targeting me. 

 

White 
And was this sufficient to give them evidence to do something about it? 

 

Meade 
Yes, they were able to question the individuals and since obviously doing that they’ve given 

them a warning and whatever else that they do and the incidences, touch wood, have actually 

stopped. 

 

White 
Right, I mean you said that this had a real effect on you, what effect did it have? 

 

Meade 
It got to the stage where I didn’t want to leave the house, I was too terrified and too scared 

and obviously being a new area I was getting used to the routes and the mobility, as many 

people will understand, and I just feared every time I went out.  I cried and I felt destroyed as 

a person, my own identity was pulled from pillar to post and it was just very hard for me.  

And it came to a point where I thought I’m not going to let these people win because I’m 

better than that and I want to be able to change things, not only for myself but for people 

locally and nationally. 

 

White 
But you’ve done more now, you’re trying to go out and make this problem better known. 

 

Meade 
The only way that I thought I could educate young people and get the message across is by 

going into secondary schools and youth clubs to talk about what respect is and also to 

highlight the barriers that visually impaired people face on a daily basis. 

 

White 
And you’ve already started that have you? 



 

Meade 
Yeah I launched a Respect campaign several months ago and I went to the Da Vinci Studio 

School in Stevenage to talk to young students about my experiences and what message I want 

to get across is about respecting not only disabled people but people generally and yourself. 

 

White 
Let’s be fair a lot of young people will be as horrified by this as anyone else, I suppose the 

problem is do you think you can get to the kind of people who are stupid enough and 

mindless enough to do this sort of thing? 

 

Meade 
The young people in question who are doing this are probably not going to be…. 

 

White 
Taking notice in class. 

 

Meade 
… at school.   

 

White 
But they may not even be there. 

 

Meade 
So it’s working with the police and Stevenage Borough Council to actually get to the young 

people that I really need to get to and talk to, so that’s obviously hoping to go round with the 

police officers to local parks, skate parks and that sort of thing to talk to young people about 

blindness and that sort of thing.  So I think you need to reach those people there rather than 

schools. 

 

White 
Siobhan Meade.  

 

Now the names of virtuoso visually impaired musicians are known to everyone - Stevie 

Wonder, George Shearing, opera-singer Denise Leigh, and classical pianists like Bernard 

d’Ascoli and Marcello Bratke, to name just a few. So it came as something of a surprise to 

me to discover that young blind musicians often struggle to get the help they need, whether 

it’s access to instruments, music notation in Braille, or even finding someone willing to teach 

them. But there is a trust, the Amber Trust, approaching its 20th anniversary, which is there 

to offer help. In a moment we'll be hearing from one of its beneficiaries, but first its founder 

Adam Ockelford told me how it had all begun.  

 

Ockelford 
I was working with a group of young people back in the late 1980s, 1990s, and it was pretty 

obvious that those who couldn’t see and particularly those who had learning difficulties as 

well, there was a real lack of music provision for them when they left school.  And so we 

worked closely with the RNIB and set up a place called Sound Scape, down in Redhill which 

met that need, because it seemed to us that as more and more blind children, in particular, 

were moving into mainstream schools a lot of the support that had been there within the 

special school system wasn’t there anymore and we felt perhaps we could help meet that gap. 



 

White 
Yeah because I think that’s what will surprise people, I mean because of this image that 

we’re all – all us blind people are wonderful musicians I reckon people probably think that 

that at least is one area where the provision would be quite good. 

 

Ockelford 
Yet strangely it’s not, what often happens is the young children show kind of musical 

propensity when they’re little and then very often it’s not picked up really in primary school.  

And then secondary school there’s a bit of a crisis – oh no they can’t do PE or something so I 

know let’s do music – and of course the actual – the skills to teach music, for example 

through Braille, just aren’t there. 

 

White 
Right.  And I think there was one musician in particular who kind of gave an impetus to the 

trust wasn’t there. 

 

Ockelford 
Yeah it was Derek Paravacini who is quite well known now as an autistic savant, he’s a 

fantastic pianist and we go all over the world.  But yeah Derek – he taught me more than I 

taught him I think, we’ve been working together for 30 years now, since he was five and it 

was obvious actually that for a blind person to succeed, really do well, there did need to be 

really specialist provision and of course that all costs money and really that was at the heart 

of Amber. 

 

Music 

 

White 
And you’ve extended this really, I mean how many people are you helping now, is the trust 

helping? 

 

Ockelford 
Yeah we aim to help around a hundred children every year and what we try to do more is to 

form longer term relationships with people such as Anna here today, so that we can really 

give sustained support through when a child’s picked up perhaps at age 10 or 11 we can sort 

of more or less guarantee we’ll help them all the way to university. 

 

White 
Right, well you mentioned Anna there, that’s Anna Foo who is with us and Anna’s 13 and 

you’re a flutist, I mean just explain the ways in which the trust has helped you. 

 

Foo 

I’ve been playing for almost six years now and the trust has enabled me to have lessons 

which have obviously helped me improve and get to where I am today, so I’m very grateful 

for that. 

 

White 
And you are at a mainstream school? 

 

Foo 



Yes. 

 

White 
So what were the kind of problems that you were facing? 

 

Foo 
For me it’s mostly transcribing all my music into Braille, often the Braille printer, when you 

scan it in, music in, to a program called Sharp Eye it’s not always completely accurate and I 

don’t have anyone that can proof read it and also I think there are other issues with the printer 

that I’m not sure on.  And it’s mostly – I do a lot of music out of school, I’m in a lot of 

different orchestras and chamber music groups and it’s mostly just having the music ready for 

those, that’s not always available in music libraries such as the RNIB because we can play 

some quite obscure arrangements. 

 

White 
Right, so the whole point is you need it when you need it, you need it when the group that 

you’re with wants to play it. 

 

Foo 
Yes and then the difficulties when it gets to a concert and I’m still making it up. 

 

White 
So how do you get round that?  I mean do you – can you play by ear? 

 

Foo 
I can play by ear but with a rehearsal every week it can be quite difficult to pick it all up, 

especially when the music’s quite challenging.  But luckily everyone’s been trying to get the 

problem sorted and everyone in my music centre’s been really understanding of it, so that’s 

been helpful. 

 

White 
So I mean there is a library, to be fair the RNIB produce some Braille music and there are 

other sources but you’re saying there just isn’t enough? 

 

Foo 
Yes the RNIB does have a lot of conventional flute and piano repertoire, which is really 

great, and I do have a lot of stuff from there but I do think more emphasis could be placed on 

it. 

 

White 
Also with us is your mum Laura and quite often it’s the parents who perhaps – who see the 

frustrations more than the children, I mean what were the difficulties that Anna was having? 

 

Laura 
It is really hard getting the music when we need it and if I can’t get it from the library and the 

school can’t help at the time then I try to get it transcribed but that’s really expensive.  

Anna’s got an amazing flute teacher called Dan Dixon and he’s just been brilliant with her, 

straight away they connected and he understands how she plays and she’s come along so far 

with him.  Same as piano, we have someone called Robin Sheldon and he again straight away 

connected with her.  Whereas we did have difficulty – we came across quite a few piano 



teachers that sadly wouldn’t teach Anna because they said we can only learn from print music 

and they weren’t ready to try and give it a go. 

 

White 
So I mean Adam again this will seem quite surprising to some people, I mean the fact that for 

example teachers won’t teach? 

 

Ockelford 
It’s extraordinary.  I went – first went to the RNIB in ’92 as a music advisor and it was 

obvious one of the biggest barriers then was attitudes and guess what in 2014 one of the 

biggest barriers is still attitudes.  Now a lot of it is fear really from ignorance, people think oh 

I couldn’t possibly do that.  And actually the RNIB has a wonderful music advisory service 

with Sally Zimmerman and James Risden. 

 

Foo 
We know them very well. 

 

Ockelford 
And I think together we really work very hard to try to change attitudes and we say to people 

just give it a go, just try and you’ll be amazed at what a fantastic thing it can be because – I 

wanted to stereotype – in a lot of the young children who can’t see actually love music and 

will work really hard at it. 

 

White 
Can you just explain the role of music for you – how important it is to you in your life? 

 

Foo 
For me it’s very significant and I think I’ve realised that even more the longer I’ve been 

playing.  There is a lot of stuff that I think sighted people can do, like sport, which I can’t and 

it’s nice being able to do something as well as everyone else. 

 

White 
So it’s a bit of a sport substitute is it or perhaps you would say far better than? 

 

Foo 
Better.  I think even I wasn’t blind I wouldn’t do sport. 

 

White 
Right, just tell us a bit about how you learn because you made the point, for example, about – 

that Braille music not being always available and even if it were you can’t stick Braille music 

up on a stand and follow it can you, so what do – explain what you do. 

 

Foo 
I do memorise everything and Braille is my preferred method of music but I do use Sibelius, 

which is a computer program where the notes can be input and then I can hear it back so I 

learn it aurally.  Or sometimes my teacher would just teach me something by playing it and 

then I’d play it back and telling me the notes. 

 

White 



But some of the pieces you play are long aren’t they, very long, I mean people will probably 

be a little astonished, if they’re not musicians, that you can memorise so much. 

 

Foo 
I think the more you do it the more natural it becomes and I don’t find it a difficulty really 

anymore. 

 

White 
So if there are people listening to this, either parents or youngsters themselves, what should 

they do Adam? 

 

Ockelford 
Well I think the RNIB actually is a very good first port of call but the Amber Trust also I’m 

sort of on hand and get a lot of queries actually and very often it’s the simple things that you 

can answer quite quickly – I’ve got steps into my house could a child come through – so yes 

it’ll be fine. 

 

White 
So it’s not even the music itself. 

 

Ockelford 
There are – it’s a amazing isn’t it – there still are a lot of stereotypes out there but I think the 

important thing for people like you Anna is that you challenge those stereotypes because 

you’re in mainstream, you’re in the National Children’s Orchestra and so on and actually it’s 

people like you that really help people to see that there are – shouldn’t be barriers like that.  

And Amber really picks up the nuts and bolts, it pays for the inevitable extra costs, 

sometimes paying for Braille music, paying for teaching…. 

 

Laura 
Yes the Amber Trust has been brilliant because it’s allowed us to have all the extra lessons 

we’ve needed. 

 

White 
Just finally Adam, what’s Derek up to now? 

 

Ockelford 
The wonderful thing about Derek is he’s now 34 and he’s – every year is better for him, he’s 

now living on his own in his own place in Tooting with a couple of friends and he goes all 

over the world playing, he’s just got back from California and we’re off to Spain next.  And 

he’s got a fantastic jazz quartet now called the Derek Paravacini Quartet, he’s very proud of 

that. 

 

Music 

 

And they are fantastic musicians and I think it just shows Derek isn’t mentioned as a blind 

person, it’s Derek’s Quartet and we go and get proper professional gigs and it’s wonderful, 

really good. 

 

Music 

 



White 
And that’s it for today.  Thanks very much to Adam Ockelford, Laura and Anna Foo.  And 

remember if you want to comment on or query anything in tonight’s programme you can get 

in touch with our actionline for 24 hours after tonight’s edition on 0800 044 044 or you can e-

mail intouch@bbc.co.uk.  And there’s more information about all the items on our website 

from where you can also arrange to download tonight’s and subsequent editions of the 

programme. 

 

So from me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel and the team, goodbye.  But Anna would 

you like to play us out and tell us what you’re going to play? 

 

Foo 
Yes I’ll be playing the Second Movement of Bach’s Flute Sonata in E Major. 

 

Music 
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